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Tropical forests as key sites of the “Anthropocene”: Past and present perspectives
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Tropical forests are on the front line of climate change and human sustainability challenges, being key environments in discussions of the “Anthropocene” and some of the most threatened land-based habitats on the face of the Earth. However, while it has been acknowledged that 21st-century anthropogenic alterations to tropical forests have the potential to set off major earth systems feedbacks on regional to global scales, there has been less discussion on how past human activities may have had similar impacts. Indeed, difficult working conditions, poor preservation, and environmental determinism have traditionally led to these habitats being framed as “blanks” on the map of human history. In this Special Feature, we draw on multidisciplinary contributions from archaeology, history, palaeoecology, climate science, and Indigenous traditional knowledge to explore our species’ interaction with tropical forests across space and through time. The contributions highlight that human societies have not only occupied and utilized these habitats over the long-term, but that they, in many cases, have also actively impacted them. This has often had persistent ramifications for local flora and fauna composition and biology, levels of biodiversity, landscape structure, and regional climate both before and after the industrial era. These deep-time perspectives provide insights for the development of more effective and just management practices in the present and future: ones that take into account the long and shifting cultural histories of these critical environments.

In the last 5 y, tropical forests have experienced wildfires sweeping across the Amazon Basin, Australia, and Southeast Asia (1, 2), outbreaks of Ebola and COVID-19 causing severe global public health challenges (3), and unprecedented loss of habitat through clearance (4). Unsurprisingly, these environments are increasingly seen, in media and academic circles alike, as being at the core of the Anthropocene (5), the epoch during which human activities have come to have an extensive, dominating impact on planetary systems (6). Geological approaches to determining the beginnings of the Anthropocene have typically focused on the search for a “golden spike,” often associated with fossil fuel burning during the Industrial Revolution (7) or nuclear fallout (14C and plutonium), increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration, and plastic manufacture in the 20th century (8). However, there has been increased multidisciplinary interest in highlighting the critical influence of human land-use in the tropics on the operation of earth systems. Systems modelers have now demonstrated, for example, the interconnected chains of impacts that local and regional deforestation in the tropics can have on biodiversity, soils, precipitation, temperature, and the carbon cycle on continental and even planetary scales (9, 10) (Fig. 1A). Given that the tropics are today some of the most populated places on Earth (11), are home to staggering cultural diversity [including over three quarters of all languages (12)], and that by 2050 they will host over two-thirds of the world’s children (13), the future of our species and these high-value habitats is impossible to disentangle. As a result, tropical forests provide, and will continue to provide, some of the most critical sites for exploring the onset of the Anthropocene and flow-on implications for the future of humanity.

However, as is increasingly recognized across the social and ecological sciences, it is important to look for the deep roots of the Anthropocene in order to best understand its manifestation and progression today (23, 24). This is particularly the case in tropical forests, given their critical position in the functioning of a variety of earth systems (5, 25). Although once seen as pristine “green hells” (26) and barriers to human expansion and agricultural practices, multidisciplinary archaeology has demonstrated that our species rapidly occupied forests in different parts of the tropics following its evolution and dispersal (27). Furthermore,
increasing numbers of archaeobotanical, zooarchaeological, paleo-ecological, and genetic analyses have demonstrated the diverse economies of a number of farming communities and preindustrial urban complexes that emerged in tropical forests during the Holocene (28–30). This, in turn, had long-term impacts on the composition and structure of ecosystems within and around tropical forests (31–34). Finally, the last 500 y has witnessed a “swift, ongoing, radical reorganization of life on Earth without geological precedent” (35), with the arrival of European colonialism, imperialism, and the associated expansion of capitalist economic systems leading to the transferral of diseases, plants, animals, forms of land-use, and administrative systems to all corners of the tropics (36, 37).

Exploring long records of human presence is crucial for disentangling how different tropical habitats have responded to economic, social, political, and climatic changes over centennial to millennial time-scales (38), and the associated expansion of capitalist economic systems leading to the transferral of diseases, plants, animals, forms of land-use, and administrative systems to all corners of the tropics (36, 37).

The diverse authors, topics, regions (Fig. 1), and timescales (Fig. 2) covered in this volume are designed not only to address these themes, but also to encourage intersection between them, leading to a vibrant, interdisciplinary, and multivocal product. Given that tropical forests are the most threatened terrestrial settings after the polar ice-caps (41), the integration of multidisciplinary datasets, and the use of the past to contribute to the present and future of the battle for human sustainability, is more pressing than ever.

The Deep-Time Roots of the Tropical Anthropocene

Human ecologists in the 1980s argued that it was impossible for human foragers to live in tropical forests without access to agriculture, with small, fast, difficult-to-catch prey, a lack of reliable carbohydrate resources, diseases, and issues of thermoregulation making these habitats inhospitable to human presence (42, 43). These ideas were taken up in archaeology and allied disciplines, with some prominent scholars arguing tropical forests were marginal
environments for human settlement or, where small communities existed, for food production, dense populations, and urbanism (44–47). Alongside perceived issues of organic preservation (e.g., ref. 48), tropical forests were thus largely seen as unproductive settings for archaeological investigation, especially when compared to their savanna or coastal counterparts (e.g., refs. 47 and 49). However, the last three decades have seen a dramatic increase in archaeological evidence for the early occupation of tropical forest environments by our species in South and Southeast Asia (−45,000 y ago) (50, 51), Oceania (−45,000 y ago) (52), Central and South America (by −16,000 to 13,000 y ago) (53, 54), and potentially as far back as 200,000 to 100,000 y ago in Africa (e.g., ref. 55).

Perhaps most significantly for us here, however, is the fact that humans have now been found to not only be present in tropical forests over deep time, but also were, in some cases, modifying them (see refs. 34, 56, and 57). In the context of the Late Pleistocene, hunter-gatherers may have played a role in the extinction of many genera and species of “megafauna” during the Late Pleistocene–Holocene, resulting in a cascading loss of biodiversity, which phenotypic analyses suggest represented 2 billion years worth of evolution (58). Not only that, but as megafauna are often major seed dispersers and disturbance agents in tropical forests, any human role in their demise could be considered an early example of our species’ influence on tropical nutrient cycling (59). In island ecosystems, the loss of large birds, such as the moa of Aotearoa (New Zealand) and the elephant birds of Madagascar, have been iconic examples of potential human impacts on megafaunal populations. In this issue, Douglass et al. (14) present a novel methodology for looking at human–megafaunal interactions for another large insular bird: the cassowary. By examining the microstructure of cassowary egg shell, they show a potential human focus on egg exploitation rather than the hunting of adults, providing unique detail into the types of ecological pressures placed on these populations by people. Not only that, but they postulate that their data may indicate human hatching and rearing of cassowary chicks as early as the Late Pleistocene, providing a new perspective on the breadth and intensity of possible early human interactions with tropical megafauna.

Beyond potential impacts on megafaunal populations, it has also been suggested that Pleistocene human foragers may have burned landscapes to maintain productive mosaics (60) and even actively transported plant and animals as resources (61). Human modification of landscapes became more intensive in the Holocene as food production emerged across the tropics. Combined botanical, archaeological, and genetic evidence has identified tropical forests as the natural habitats of the wild progenitors of major seed and root crops and indicated that in some regions their domestication occurred as early as in other major independent “agricultural” centers around the world (e.g., refs. 30 and 62). Ample evidence has now emerged for varied systems of cultivation (30, 63, 64), animal domestication (65), and the emergence of urbanism (29, 66) in many different parts of the tropics. Each of these developments had its own potential ramifications for earth systems and a deep-time view of the Anthropocene (67). Local domestication of plants and animals was often applied within mixed agroforestry systems and the ongoing exploitation of wild aquatic and terrestrial resources (e.g., 31 and 68). However, the movement of food production economies into tropical forests from outside, particularly in the case of more isolated island ecosystems, could have major repercussions for biodiversity, soils, and even climate. To date, much work on human manipulation of remote island ecosystems has focused on the modification and cultivation of terrestrial environments. In this volume, Fitzpatrick and Giovas (15) deploy a holistic “ridge-to-reef” model within island systems in the Pacific and the Caribbean to explore how humans may have progressively modulated and adapted to intertangled terrestrial and marine ecosystems. The authors highlight the critical role of both land- and sea-based food and resource procurement for long-term human survival. In doing so, they highlight the crucial value of behavioral adaptations to—and effective management of—habitat-specific environmental change for
the establishment of sustainable livelihoods within supposedly sensitive and resource-limited settings.

From “Wilderness” to Managed Landscapes

It is now clear that there is a long span of human presence within, and manipulation of, tropical forests. Given the known potential ramifications of local and regional impacts on tropical landscapes for earth systems (5, 25), it is increasingly recognized that paleoecological, archaeological, and historical data of human activities in tropical forests should be factored into modern conservation and ecological considerations of these landscapes. For example, in this Special Feature, Zheng et al. (16) assess the broad-scale ecological implications of rice agriculture intensification in southern China and southeast Asia in the Late Holocene. Moving away from a focus on simply assessing the degree of “deforestation,” they also undertake analysis of the composition and diversity of pollen records from across the region to look at how agriculture may have impacted tropical forest tree species diversity. Their results demonstrate that the landscape implications of the intensification of wetland rice production from 3,000 to 2,000 y ago in the region was so large that it not only led to clearance of forest across a variety of interior settings, but also that it had lasting impacts on forest biodiversity. In particular, they highlight how appreciating these past human influences are key for understanding the conservation plight of the conifer (Glyptostrobus pensilis) that was previously present in the region for millions of years, but now exists only in a few localized patches.

Although sometimes uniformly associated with collapse (69), remote sensing, archaeological survey, and historical work are now demonstrating the vast preindustrial urban landscapes that existed in tropical forests, sometimes lasting over significant periods of time (40, 70). Here, Penny and Beach (17) compare and contrast social, political, and economic processes impacting Maya urbanism in Central America during the eighth to 11th centuries CE, with those of the Khmer in southeast Asia during the 14th and 15th centuries CE. Despite major cultural differences, the Maya and Khmer shared a number of similarities, including in their water-management systems and major transformations of landscapes. Penny and Beach argue that past human responses to environmental stresses were heterogeneous across time and space in each region, reflecting how the urban elite and surrounding, dispersed agricultural settlements had different levels of vulnerability to climatic variability. This is attributed to the creation of landesque capital outside of the urban centers that made these areas more resilient to climate change. Indeed, there has been growing recognition that away from the political elites, local food producers continued to occupy many of these supposedly “deserted” landscapes, with some even remaining there to this day (31, 70). Penny and Beach’s paper (17) carries lessons for today and the future with regards to the sustainable navigation of environmental stressors.

Fifty years ago, prominent scholars argued that, due to severe environmental constraints (e.g., poor natural resources), prehistoric cultures in the Amazon Basin were mainly small and mobile with little cultural complexity, and exerted low environmental impacts (44). Work carried out over the past few decades, however, has made it clear that some areas of the Basin saw large, permanent settlements that exerted profound, regional-scale environmental impacts still visible today. They included mound settlements, earthworks, roads, canals, fish weirs, and the presence of highly modified anthropic soils, called terra pretas or “Amazonian Dark Earths” (e.g., refs. 71–74). In this Special Feature, in one of those areas of regional impacts, the Llanos de Mojos of southwest Amazonia, Duncan et al. (18) examine how varying, climate-controlled hydrological conditions were mediated in different ways by humans to maximize aquatic and terrestrial resources. Their pollen, phytolith, diatom, and charcoal analyses of 7,500- and 5,100-y-old sediment cores indicate that between at least 3,500 and 2,000 y ago people used hydraulic engineering and fire in transforming the region to its current savanna/forest/wetland mosaic. Integrated landscape management began at least 3,500 y earlier than reported in previous paleoecological interpretations. Their work highlights the active roles prehistoric communities played in mitigating otherwise negative effects of climate change, in this case rainfall, by interacting with tropical forest environments.

Against the backdrop of growing efforts to build continental, and even global, schemes of land-use, expanding regional paleoecological studies are demonstrating the importance of reconstructing histories of human land usage in all the major ecological zones to arrive at adequate understandings of prehistoric influences (38, 75). Continental-sized landscapes such as Amazonia, for example, have dramatically varied ecosystems, such as savannas and forests, with different rainfall regimes, species compositions, and soil qualities potentially influencing human exploitation strategies. Through phytolith and charcoal analyses of terrestrial soils, Piperno et al. (19) in this Special Feature carry out a vegetational and fire history of a wet, nonriverine forest in a remote, previously unstudied area of Peru. Modern tree censuses provide an important interpretive framework for the paleoecological analyses. The results indicate that over the last 5,000 y, including the period after European contact, the forests were not periodically cleared for agriculture or otherwise significantly modified by Indigenous populations. Forest diversity and structure appeared stable over this time period, demonstrating how Indigenous societies were, and still are, positive forces on their ecosystem’s integrity and biodiversity and how Indigenous knowledge must be used in conservation and sustainability efforts. The research bears importantly on current questions concerning the scale and intensity of human modification of Amazonian forests in prehistory (e.g., refs. 33 and 76), with implications also for modern ecological dynamics and climate change.

From the Past to the Future: Whose Anthropocene Is It, Anyway?

The arrival of Europeans in different parts of the tropics has been argued to have represented a step-change in human impacts on tropical forests and their associated earth systems in the form of the transfer of diseases, new domesticated plants and animals, hitchhiking pests, new political structures, and different ways of viewing land and its productive potential (77–79). For example, recent work has highlighted how the diseases brought by Europeans to the Neotropics led to the deaths of as many as an estimated 90% of the Indigenous populations in the Neotropics within 150 y of colonial arrival, with subsequent changes to land-use and forest cover argued to have potentially influenced the global carbon cycle (37). While the precipitous decline in Indigenous populations is now unquestioned, growing regional paleoecological studies have demonstrated that, in some parts of the Neotropics, significant reforestation was already occurring prior to European arrival (75). Meanwhile, in other areas, the decline of Indigenous populations witnessed deforestation, rather than reforestation, as plantation systems and industrial use of tropical landscapes expanded (38).

Overall, it is clear that, as with the prehistoric examples mentioned above, local, detailed, biome-specific studies are essential to unravel the impacts European colonialism had on tropical forests.
and a variety of earth systems. In this volume, Castilla-Beltrán et al. (20) analyze paleoecological archives in the subtropical and tropical forest landscapes of the Canary Islands and Cabo Verde, which were first colonized by humans ∼2,000 and ∼500 y ago, respectively. They discuss the varied impacts of precolonial human populations in these different island ecosystems, and their interaction with regional climate change. Significantly, Castilla-Beltrán et al. note how European colonialism resulted in large increases in anthropogenic pressure on these islands, particularly in the form of the conversion of woodland to agricultural landscapes. Nevertheless, some patches of distinctive subtropical laurel forest persisted in parts of the Canary Islands, with limited incursion of invasive species. Overall, the authors show how paleoecological data provide an important reference for current and future forest restoration and conservation policies in different parts of these islands.

In some cases, where paleoecological records are of a high enough resolution, it is possible to semi-quantitatively or quantitatively determine how human interactions with tropical forests have varied from prehistory, through the arrival of colonialism and the expansion of industrialized societies, to the present day. In the context of tropical Papua New Guinea, one of the most culturally and biologically diverse places on earth, Long et al. (21) explore the recent historical ecological impacts of mining, population growth, and deforestation on a globally significant, Ramsar-listed wetland. Using a range of geochemical and biological indicators, the authors reveal the large and difficult-to-reverse impacts of 20th century land-use change on the contemporary ecological health of the site. In doing so, they not only demonstrate the persistent impact of people in the region, but, importantly, highlight the value of a multiproxy, deep-time approach for reconstructing otherwise unclear ecological baselines in the Anthropocene and the degree to which current land-use may be departing from generations of more sustainable human interactions with tropical forest environments.

What clearly emerges from all of the examples of prehistoric land management and historical change, is the important role that Indigenous populations have played in the management of tropical forest structure, species, biodiversity, and linked earth systems over the course of millennia. Subsequent formulation of tropical forests as “wildernesses” have often hindered the ability of these same communities to practice traditional land management, to the great detriment of their well being, and that of the tropical forest ecosystems themselves. Concluding this volume, Fletcher et al. (22) review more than 50 case studies from tropical ecosystems in southeast Asia and the Pacific, South America, and Australia to showcase how high-value, diverse landscapes have long been shaped and valued by Indigenous people. However, despite this evidence, many conservation policies continue to deny Indigenous people access to such places under the guise of wilderness protection. This mode of management has, in several cases, demonstrably degraded ecological conditions and hastened the demise of several important landscapes, highlighting the important need for Indigenous-led management of tropical ecosystems. The importance of growing support for Rainforest Aboriginal ranger groups and traditional burning applications has also recently been documented in tropical habitats in Australia (80, 81).

Pasts, Presents, Futures
Tropical forests are becoming increasingly important environments for exploring the long-term adaptations of our species and its interaction with earth systems (5, 56). The papers in this Special Feature show the ways in which archaeology, paleoecology, history, climate science, and Indigenous knowledge can be brought together to provide new, detailed insights into how past human societies have utilized and promoted different tropical resources; how land cover, species distributions, and local climates have changed in response to human activities; and how the past has a major relevance for thinking about the management and conservation of these important habitats in the 21st century. By tracking long-term trajectories of human impacts on tropical environments and their relationship to earth systems feedbacks on different scales (82), we gain the ability to better examine the thresholds of anthropogenic influences on our planet (34). It is now clear that hunting and gathering, food producing, and urban communities in the past could, and did, have major impacts on tropical forest cover, biodiversity, and their relationship with precipitation, temperature, soil stability, and the carbon cycle (83). However, while this could lead to challenges, close knowledge of tropical ecosystem dynamics, and the flexibility to move, change settlement patterns, or adopt new subsistence strategies, enabled the establishment of resilient settlements within these key environments. With potential roots in the colonial period, global 21st-century pressures on tropical forests are now breaching thresholds of coexistence with tropical forests, leading to dire consequences for these habitats and their associated earth systems functions. Indeed, recent discussions of the Amazon Basin becoming a carbon source rather than a carbon sink (84) highlight the pressing nature of understanding our current tropical Anthropocene.

Given the evidence for past human interaction and coexistence with tropical forests, it is clear that the enormous challenges facing tropical forests are not only threatening the immense natural heritage of these environments, but also millennia of cultural heritage locked up within their realms (85). Whether this is in the form of undiscovered archaeological sites, or in the living vegetation that still displays legacies of how humans managed these tropical landscapes in the past, the increasing loss of tropical forests is also erasing one of the most important sources of knowledge as to how humans can adapt to live with them in ways that may actually increase their resilience to major existential issues such as climate change (86). A positive step forward in this regard is UNESCO’s desire to list more joint natural and cultural heritage sites (87). Meanwhile governments and policy makers are increasingly recognizing the practical use of deep-time data in their planning for tropical futures, ecosystem management, and the sustainability of humans as a species moving forward (see also refs. 88 and 89). We hope that the papers highlighted in this Special Feature will encourage further engagement of policy makers and ecologists with scholars from the paleosciences and social sciences, and a recognition of the long-term significance of Indigenous traditional management practices in many parts of the tropics (22). In this way, we have the best chance of developing more fair, sustainable, and resilient futures for human–environment interactions with habitat types that have stood on this planet for over 300 million y but are increasingly disappearing from view. We hope that this volume provides a framework for further open, cross-disciplinary discussions as to how the past can be used to directly inform our present and future with habitats that are going to be evermore essential for navigating the whole of humanity’s relationship with planetary biodiversity, the Earth’s carbon cycle, and continental climate circulation systems.
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